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ABSTRACT

Development plan of area function in Raha Central Market area had already arranged by government of Muna Regency performed in the next years. Those area planned become business central in Muna Regency. Ring road development of Raha City via Fishermen Residential area in the West Raha Central Market, estimated will be emerging fishermen located in the North Raha Central Market.

The development as good as involved all the people because the purpose of the development are to increasing people prosperity, mainly local society included fishermen. The development through arrangement activity shall be followed by human resources and natural resources potential building in order to be able taking the development of city amenities and unmarginalized.

This research done qualitatively, by making questionnaires, discussion and interview. Through discussion and interview, local response on layout alternative on user become main thought. Layout alternative done base on literature study with practical empiric theory point of view suitable with environmental. The result reached in this research are sustainable fishermen residential layout direction as well as be able to boosting fishermen society potential development in Raha Central Market Area.
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